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Abstrat
We prove that if K is a (innite) stable eld whose generi type has weight
1, then K is separably losed. We also obtain some partial results about stable
groups and elds whose generi type has nite weight, as well as about strongly
stable elds (where by denition all types have nite weight).
0 Introdution
An important aspet of algebrai model theory is to unover the algebrai on-
sequenes for strutures suh as groups, rings, elds, of abstrat model-theoreti
properties suh as ategoriity, stability, simpliity, and so on. Among the rst re-
sults in the area was Maintyre's theorem [5℄ that an innite eld K whose rst
order theory is ω-stable, is algebraially losed. This was subsequently generalized
to superstable elds [2℄, and the proof also works for stable elds with `semiregu-
lar generi type. In all these ases, a suitable rank or dimension is available (for
example U-rank, or p-weight) whih one an ompute with.
Suh methods or tools are on the fae of it unavailable in arbitrary stable elds.
Nevertheless a longstanding onjeture is that any innite eld whose rst order
theory is stable is separably losed.
In the urrent paper, we disuss this onjeture, but under additional assumptions
on the weight of the generi type of K. We disuss later our motivation.
We refer the reader to [7℄ for more details on stability theory, and to [9℄ for more
details on stable groups and elds. In partiular, we assume familiarity with the
notion of generi type of a group, and with the fat that a stable eld has a unique
generi type.
When we talk about a group G or eld K as a rst order struture, we mean
that the group/eld is endowed not only with its algebrai operations, but possible
additional relations. When we say for example that G is stable, we mean Th(G) is
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stable, and by onvention G is assumed to be a monster model or very saturated
model of its theory.
The ardinalities of subsets that we are working with are assumed to be smaller
than the degree of saturation. And all omplete types we mention are nitary, namely
are types in nitely many free variables.
Denition 0.1 Let C be a monster model of a stable theory T , A ⊆ C and p ∈ S(A).
The weight of p is dened as the supremum of the set of ardinalities κ for whih
there exists a non-forking extension q = tp(a/B) ∈ S(B) of p and a B-independent
sequene (bi : i < κ) suh that a 6 |⌣A bi for every i < κ.
Denition 0.2 We say that a stable group G has weight α (symbolially w(G) = α)
if every (some) generi type of G has weight α.
The weight of a type p is always bounded by |T |. In a superstable theory, all
types have nite weight; in fat, any type p of weight n will be domination equivalent
to a produt of n regular types, and any regular type has weight 1. As mentioned
above, there is a mahinery (p-simpliity, p-semiregularity,...) around working lose
to a regular type in a stable theory, whih enables one to prove results as in the
superstable ase, under the assumption of the existene of enough, or suitable, regular
types. However, in a general stable theory, a type an have nite weight or even
weight 1 without being nonorthogonal to a regular type. An important example
for the urrent paper is a separably losed eld K of innite Ershov invariant (or
degree of imperfetion). It was proved in [3, Partie IV℄ that the generi type of K
has weight 1. However, this generi type is not regular (and is, in fat, orthogonal
to all regular types). If K is a superstable group, or more generally, a stable group
with semiregular generi, then the additivity properties of U-rank or p-weight an be
used to prove what we might all a weak exhange property for generis: if g ∈ G
is generi (over some xed set of parameters), h ∈ G and g ∈ acl(h) (where acl(−)
refers to algebrai losure in the struture G in the model-theoreti sense), then h is
also generi. This key property is behind the proofs that for example a superstable
eld is algebraially losed. But it fails in any separably losed non perfet eld K:
if p is the harateristi and g ∈ K is generi, then g is algebrai over gp, but gp is
not generi. In partiular, it fails in the innite imperfetion degree ase but where
nevertheless the generi type has weight 1.
Bearing in mind this example, the strongest onjeture we an make about stable
elds of nite weight is:
Conjeture 0.3 Every innite stable eld of nite weight is separably losed.
In this paper, we prove the above onjeture for stable elds of weight 1. We also
establish some partial results for stable elds of nite weight.
Although Conjeture 0.3 is interesting in its own right, it is worth giving some
motivation. Shelah reently introdued strongly dependent theories as a kind of
ounterpart of superstable theories, but in the NIP ontext, and he asked about the
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struture of strongly dependent elds [10℄. Atually this strong dependene ondition
turns out to be something like a nite weight assumption. In fat, assuming sta-
bility, strong dependene of T amounts preisely to saying that all types have nite
weight [1, Corollary 9℄. We all strongly dependent stable theories strongly stable.
So, to understand in a meaningful way strongly dependent elds, we would at least
have to have some tehniques to use a niteness of weight hypothesis in the stable
ase. Thus we were naturally led to ask whether appropriate weight assumptions on
the generi type of a stable eld ould have strutural-algebrai onsequenes.
In setion 1, we prove the main theorem (Theorem 1.7) that stable elds of
weight 1 are separably losed. The key lemma shows that we do obtain a kind of
weak exhange property for generis under a weight 1 assumption, but with model-
theoreti acl(−) replaed by eld-theoreti separable algebrai losure (see Lemma
1.3 and Corollary 1.4).
In setion 2, we obtain other partial results around Conjeture 0.3, as well as
pointing out in Proposition 2.3 that strongly stable elds are perfet.
The rst author is grateful to Frank Wagner for sharing useful ideas.
1 Stable elds of weight 1
Let us start from a very important, basi observation. It is essentially ontained in
Proposition 2.8 of [8℄, but we give a omplete proof.
Remark 1.1 Let G be a stable group of weight 1. Then, for an arbitrary set A, if a
and b are non-generis over A, so is the produt a · b.
Proof. Suppose for a ontradition that a · b is generi over A. Choose g generi over
A, a, b. Then g · a is of ourse generi over A. We also have that g |⌣A a · b, and so
g |⌣A g · a · b. On the other hand, g · a 6 |⌣A g (otherwise g is generi over A, g · a, so
a = g−1 · g · a is generi over A, a ontradition) and g · a 6 |⌣A g · a · b (otherwise g · a
is generi over A, g · a · b, so b = (g · a)−1 · g · a · b is generi over A, a ontradition).
Hene, w(g · a/A) > 1, and so w(G) > 1, a ontradition. 
From the above Remark, we get the following
Corollary 1.2 In a stable eld K of weight 1, for any A ⊆ K, both the sum and
the produt of two non-generis over A are non-generi over A.
From now on, in this setion, K will be a stable eld satisfying the onlusion
of the above orollary. By p we will denote the harateristi of K and by Fp the
prime subled of K. Also, in the remainder of this setion, when we speak of an
element of a eld being (separably) algebrai over a subeld, we mean of ourse in
the eld-theoreti sense.
The following lemma is essential for the proof of the main result.
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Lemma 1.3 Let A be a subset and g, h1, . . . , hm elements of K. Suppose g is generi
over A and separably algebrai over Fp(A, h1 . . . , hm). Then, hi is generi over A for
some i ∈ {1, . . . , m}.
Proof. Put h = (h1, . . . , hm). Let
P (x) = xn +Rn−1(A, h)x
n−1 + · · ·+R0(A, h)
be the minimal polynomial of g over Fp(A, h). So, Ri(A, y)'s are rational funtions
in y over Fp(A), and P is separable. The proof will be by indution on n.
First, onsider the base indution step, i.e. n = 1. We have g = −R0(A, h).
We an write R0(A, y) = Q(A, y)/T (A, y), where Q(A, y) =
∑
ai1,...,imy
i1
1 . . . y
im
m and
T (A, y) =
∑
bj1,...,jmy
j1
1 . . . y
jm
m for some ai1,...,im, bj1,...,jm ∈ Fp(A). Sine the quotient
Q(A, h)/T (A, h) is generi over A, either Q(A, h) or T (A, h) is generi over A. Hene,
there are i1, . . . , im suh that ai1...,imh
i1
1 . . . h
im
im
or bi1...,imh
i1
1 . . . h
im
im
is generi over A.
As ai1,...,im and bi1,...,im are not generi over A, we get that one of the hi's must be
generi over A, whih ompletes the base indution step.
Now, we turn to the indution step. So, assume that n > 1 and that the lemma
is true for elements whose minimal polynomial has degree smaller than n.
CASE 1 p | n.
Sine P (x) is separable and irreduible over Fp(A), there is 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1 suh
that p ∤ j and Rj(A, h) 6= 0.
Take g0 generi over A, g. Then, gg0 is generi over A. So, gg0 ≡A g. Thus, there
is h′ = (h′1, . . . , h
′
m) ≡A (h1, . . . , hm) suh that
(gg0)
n +Rn−1(A, h′)(gg0)
n−1 + · · ·+R0(A, h′) = 0.
Put
Q(x) = xn +
Rn−1(A, h′)
g0
xn−1 + · · ·+
R0(A, h′)
gn0
∈ Fp(A, g0, h′)[x].
Let
W (x) = Q(x)− P (x) ∈ Fp(A, g0, h, h′)[x].
We see that Q(g) = 0, so W (g) = 0. Moreover,
W (x) =
(
Rn−1(A,h′)
g0
− Rn−1(A, h)
)
xn−1 + · · ·+
+
(
Rj(A,h′)
g
n−j
0
− Rj(A, h)
)
xj + · · ·+
(
R0(A,h′)
gn
0
−R0(A, h)
)
.
Subase A
Rj(A,h′)
g
n−j
0
− Rj(A, h) = 0.
Then, gn−j0 −
Rj(A,h′)
Rj(A,h)
= 0. Sine 1 ≤ n − j < n and p ∤ n − j, we see that g0
is separably algebrai over Fp(A, h, h′) and the degree of the minimal polynomial of
g0 over Fp(A, h, h′) is smaller than n. Moreover, g0 is generi over A. Hene, by the
indution hypothesis, there is i suh that hi or h
′
i is generi over A. But h
′
i ≡A hi.
So, hi is generi over A.
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Subase B
Rj(A,h′)
g
n−j
0
− Rj(A, h) 6= 0.
We have that W (g) = 0, 1 ≤ deg(W ) ≤ n− 1, and we know that g is separably
algebrai over Fp(A, g0, h, h′). So, the degree of the minimal polynomial of g over this
eld is smaller than n. Moreover, g is generi over A, g0. Hene, by the indution
hypothesis, there is i suh that hi or h
′
i is generi over A, g0, so also over A. As
hi ≡A h
′
i, we onlude that hi is generi over A.
CASE 2 p ∤ n.
One again, take g0 generi over A, g. Then, g + g0 is generi over A. So,
g ≡A g + g0. Thus, there is h′ = (h
′
1 . . . , h
′
m) ≡A h suh that
(g + g0)
n +Rn−1(A, h′)(g + g0)
n−1 + · · ·+R0(A, h′) = 0.
Put
Q(x) = (x+ g0)
n +Rn−1(A, h′)(x+ g0)
n−1 + · · ·+R0(A, h′) ∈ Fp(A, g0, h′)[x].
Let
W (x) = Q(x)− P (x) ∈ Fp(A, g0, h, h′)[x].
We see that W (g) = 0 and
W (x) = (ng0 +Rn−1(A, h′)− Rn−1(A, h))x
n−1 +W1(x),
where W1(x) ∈ Fp(A, g0, h, h′)[x] is of degree smaller than n− 1.
Subase A ng0 +Rn−1(A, h′)− Rn−1(A, h) = 0.
Sine p ∤ n and g0 is generi over A, by the base indution step, we get that there
is i suh that hi or h
′
i is generi over A. So, hi is generi over A.
Subase B ng0 + Rn−1(A, h′)− Rn−1(A, h) 6= 0.
Then, W (g) = 0, deg(W ) = n−1 ≥ 1, and we know that g is separably algebrai
over Fp(A, g0, h, h′). So, the degree of the minimal polynomial of g over this eld is
smaller than n. Moreover, g is generi over A, g0. Hene, we nish using the indu-
tion hypothesis as in Subase B of Case 1. 
Notie that if the harateristi of K equals 0, then Case 1 does not hold, and so
it is enough to apply the argument from Case 2 to prove Lemma 1.3.
Let us formulate Lemma 1.3 in the ase m = 1 as a orollary.
Corollary 1.4 Let A be a subset and g, h elements of K. Suppose g is generi over
A and separably algebrai over Fp(A, h). Then, h is generi over A.
Lemma 1.5 Let A be a subset of K and g1, . . . , gm independent generis over A.
Suppose h1, . . . , hm are suh that the elements g1, . . . , gm are separably algebrai over
Fp(A, h1, . . . , hm). Then, h1, . . . , hm are independent generis over A.
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Proof. The proof is by indution on m. For m = 1, the onlusion follows from
Corollary 1.4.
Let us do the indution step. By the assumption, gm is generi over A, g<m and
it is separably algebrai over Fp(A, g<m, h). Hene, by Lemma 1.3, there is i suh
that hi is generi over A, g<m. Therefore, hi, g1, . . . , gm−1 are independent generis
over A.
Put A′ = A ∪ {hi}. We see that g1, . . . , gm−1 are independent generis over A
′
and they are separably algebrai over Fp(A
′, h6=i). So, by the indution hypothesis,
h1, . . . , hi−1, hi+1, . . . , hm are also independent generis over A
′
. We nish using the
fat that hi is generi over A. 
Corollary 1.6 Let A be a subset of K and a0, . . . , an−1 independent generis over
A. Then:
(i) the elementary symmetri funtions in a0, . . . , an−1 are independent generis over
A,
(ii) the polynomial xn + an−1x
n−1 + · · ·+ a0 has n distint roots in K.
Proof. (i) Let s0, . . . , sn−1 be the elementary symmetri funtions in a. We have that
a0, . . . , an−1 are pairwise distint solutions to x
n − sn−1x
n−1 + · · ·+ (−1)ns0. Hene,
a0, . . . , an−1 are separably algebrai over Fp(A, s0, . . . , sn−1). So, by Lemma 1.5, we
get that s0, . . . , sn−1 are independent generis over A.
(ii) It follows from (i) and the uniqueness of the generi type. 
With the above lemmas and orollaries, we an now prove our main result, by
adapting the proof of [6, Proposition 5.2℄.
Theorem 1.7 Eah stable eld of weight 1 is separably losed.
Proof. As usual, K is our stable eld of weight 1 and p is its harateristi. Suppose
for a ontradition that there is α ∈ Ksep \K. Let P (x) = xn + an−1x
n−1 + · · ·+ a0
be the minimal polynomial of α over K. Sine α ∈ Ksep, P (x) has n dierent roots
α1, . . . , αn in K
sep
. Choose
(i) t0, . . . , tn−1 independent generis over a0, . . . , an−1.
Dene
ri = t0 + t1αi + · · ·+ tn−1α
n−1
i
for i = 1, . . . , n. Let s0, . . . , sn−1 be the elementary symmetri funtion in r1, . . . , rn.
Then, s0, . . . , sn−1 ∈ K beause they are xed by every element of Gal(K
sep/K).
We laim that
(ii) r1, . . . , rn are separably algebrai over Fp(s0, . . . , sn−1).
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We have that r1, . . . , rn are the roots of x
n − sn−1x
n−1 + · · ·+ (−1)ns0. So, in order
to prove (ii), it is enough to show that ri 6= rj whenever i 6= j. Suppose for a
ontradition that there are i 6= j suh that ri = rj. Then,
t1(αi − αj) + · · ·+ tn−1(α
n−1
i − α
n−1
j ) = 0.
So, t1 is algebrai over Fp(αi, αj, t2, . . . , tn−1) and so over Fp(a0, . . . , an−1, t2, . . . , tn−1),
whih ontradits (i).
Sine the matrix 

1 α1 . . . α
n−1
1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1 αn . . . α
n−1
n


is invertible, we see that t0, . . . , tn−1 ∈ Fp(α1, . . . , αn, r1, . . . , rn). On the other hand,
α1, . . . , αn−1 ∈ Fp(a0, . . . , an−1)
sep
. Thus, by (ii),
(iii) t0, . . . , tn−1 are separably algebrai over Fp(a0, . . . , an−1, s0, . . . , sn−1).
By (i), (iii) and Lemma 1.5, we see that s0, . . . , sn−1 are independent generis over
a0, . . . , an−1. So, in virtue of Corollary 1.6(ii), all ri's belong to K. Thus, the degree
of the minimal polynomial of α over K is smaller than n, a ontradition. 
Reall that by [3℄, we know that the weight of a separably losed eld of innite
Ershov invariant is 1. Thus, Theorem 1.7 is in a sense best possible.
2 Stable elds of nite weight
Proposition 2.1 Let G be any stable ommutative group (written multipliatively)
of nite weight. Then for all but nitely many primes q, Gq has nite index in G.
More preisely, if w(G) = w < ω, then there are at most w many primes q suh that
[G : Gq] is innite.
Proof. Choose an independent sequene (an)n∈ω of generis in G. Assume w(G) =
w < ω. Suppose for a ontradition that there are w + 1 primes p1, . . . , pw+1 suh
that [G : Gpi] are innite. It follows that Gpi are not generi.
Dene a sequene (k1, . . . , kw+1) of natural numbers by{
k1 = p1 + 1,
ki = (p1 . . . pi−1)
pi−1
for 2 ≤ i ≤ w + 1.
Then, pi|ki − 1 for any i = 1, . . . , w + 1, and pi|kj for any i < j.
Put g = a0a
k1
1 . . . a
kw+1
w+1 , and dene a sequene (gi)1≤i≤w+1 of elements of G by{
g1 = a0a1,
gi = a0a
k1
1 . . . a
ki−1
i−1 ai for 2 ≤ i ≤ w + 1.
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Claim (i) g is generi.
(ii) gi |⌣ gj for any i 6= j.
(iii) g 6 |⌣ gi for every i = 1, . . . , w + 1.
Proof of Claim. (i) It follows from the fat that a0 is generi over a>0.
(ii) Assume j > i. Sine aj is generi over a<j,
gj = a0a
k1
1 . . . a
kj−1
j−1 aj |⌣ a0a
k1
1 . . . a
ki−1
i−1 ai = gi.
(iii) We have g−1i g = a
ki−1
i a
ki+1
i+1 . . . a
kw+1
w+1 . Sine pi|ki − 1 and pi|kj for any j > i, we
get that g−1i g ∈ G
pi
. Suppose for a ontradition that g |⌣ gi. Then, by (i), g
−1
i g is
generi, and hene Gpi is generi, a ontradition. 
By the Claim, w(K) ≥ w + 1, a ontradition. 
Corollary 2.2 Let K be any innite stable eld of nite weight. Then for all but
nitely many primes q, Kq = K. More preisely, if w(K) = w < ω, then there are
at most w many primes q for whih Kq 6= K.
Proof. It an immediate onsequene of Proposition 2.1 and the fat that stable elds
are multipliatively onneted. 
As the weight of a separably losed eld of innite Ershov invariant is 1, we
annot expet to strengthen Corollary 2.2 to get that for every prime q, Kq = K.
However, one an hope to prove that for every prime q dierent from the harater-
isti, Kq = K. In fat, this would imply Conjeture 0.3. To see this, one should
apply Maintyre's proof [5℄ using the fat that a nite extension of a stable eld of
nite weight remains stable of nite weight and the fat that stable elds are losed
under Artin-Shreier extensions [4℄.
As was mentioned in the introdution, a separably losed eld of innite Ershov
invariant is an example of stable eld of nite weight whih is not strongly stable, i.e.
there is a nitary type in it of innite weight. This follows from the next proposition.
Proposition 2.3 An innite strongly stable eld is perfet.
Proof. Let p be the harateristi of K. Assume p > 0, and suppose for a ontradi-
tion that Kp 6= K. Then, there are b1, b2 ∈ K linearly independent over K
p
. Choose
a Morley sequene (ai)i∈ω in the generi type over b1, b2.
By ompatness, one an nd a ∈ K for whih there is a sequene (ci)i∈ω of
elements of K suh that c0 = a and for every i, ci = b1c
p
i+1 + b2a
p
i .
Sine b1, b2 are linearly independent over K
p
, we get that ai ∈ dcl(b1, b2, a) for
every i. So a 6 |⌣b1,b2
ai for every i. On the other hand, (ai)i∈ω was hosen to be
independent over b1, b2. So w(a/b1, b2) is innite, and hene K is not strongly stable,
a ontradition. 
The above proposition together with Theorem 1.7 yield the following orollary.
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Corollary 2.4 Strongly stable elds of weight 1 are algebraially losed.
The next observation says that if we assume that the degree of imperfetion is
nite, then the onlusion of Proposition 2.3 holds under the weaker assumption of
being of nite weight.
Proposition 2.5 An innite stable eld of nite weight and of nite degree of im-
perfetion is perfet.
Proof. Let p > 0 be the harateristi of K. Suppose for a ontradition that
Kp 6= K. Sine the degree of imperfetion is nite, there is a nite basis {b1, . . . , bn}
of K over Kp.
The map f : K → K×n given by f(a) = (f1(a), . . . , fn(a)) where a = b1f1(a)
p +
· · ·+bnfn(a)
p
is a group automorphism denable over {b1, . . . , bn}. So for any A ⊆ K,
if a is generi over A, b1, . . . , bn, then f(a) is a sequene of independent generis over
A, b1, . . . , bn. For η ∈ {1, . . . , n}
l
and x ∈ K, we put fη(x) = (fη(l−1) ◦ · · · ◦ fη(0))(x).
Let a be generi over b1, . . . , bn. By an easy indution, we get that (f1ki(a) : k ≥
0, 1 < i ≤ n) is an innite olletion of independent generis over b1, . . . , bn (1
ki
denotes the sequene onsisting of k many 1's followed by i). Moreover, every f1ki(a)
belongs to dcl(a, b1, . . . , bn). So, a 6 |⌣b1,...,bn
f1ki(a). We onlude that w(a/b1, . . . , bn)
is innite. Thus, w(K) is innite, a ontradition. 
We omplete the paper with a ouple of questions and onjetures related to the
notions and tehniques introdued here. We did not give muh thought to the rst
one, but we are rather urious and there ould be a simple onstrution.
Problem 2.6 Construt an algebraially losed eld K with additional struture
suh that Th(K) is stable and the generi type of K has weight 1 but is not reg-
ular.
Conjeture 2.7 Let K be a eld with additional struture whih is stable (and sat-
urated). Then, the following are equivalent:
(1) K is separably losed,
(2) For any small subeld k < K, n < ω, and a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bn ∈ K, IF a1, . . . , an
are independent generis over k, and eah ai is separably algebrai over k(b1, . . . , bn)
(of ourse, in the eld-theoreti sense), THEN b1, . . . , bn are independent generis
over k.
Note that (2) is preisely the statement of Lemma 1.5, and the proof of Theorem
1.7 shows that (2) implies (1).
Here is a version for algebraially losed rather than separably losed.
Conjeture 2.8 Let K be a eld with additional struture whih is stable (and sat-
urated). Then, the following are equivalent:
(1') K is algebraially losed,
(2') For any small subeld k < K and a, b ∈ K, IF a is generi over k, and a is
algebrai over k(b) in the eld-theoreti sense, THEN b is generi over k.
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In fat, it is not hard to show that (2') implies (2): if a1, . . . , an are generi
independent over k and ontained in k(b1, . . . , bn)
alg
, then b1, . . . , bn are generi inde-
pendent over k. And by the standard argument (as in the proof of 1.7), one dedues
from (2) that K is algebraially losed. The onverse (1') implies (2') looks attra-
tive, and onerns some kind of uniqueness of generi types on irreduible plane
urves in stable expansions of algebraially losed elds.
In any ase, the point of Conjetures 2.7 and 2.8 is that the kind of methods in
the proof of Theorem 1.7 are not only suient but should also be neessary.
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